Strawberry Persian and Pedigree Cat Rescue
Please email completed from to: Strawberryhc@outlook.com
Homecheck Form Contact name at Strawberry is Andrea

Adopter’s/Fosterer’s details
Name
Address
Telephone numbers
Email addresses
Home Residents (ages of adults, children, ages of children) - all children
must be present at homecheck
ID to prove name and address – please detail Jobs and working hours of all adults in house:
Do all residents agree with the adoption/fostering?
Do they intend to get lifetime pet insurance? (Our cats come with 5 weeks free
insurance)
Details of vet planning to use:
Have they had previous experience with this breed of cat/grooming?
How often would they groom a cat?
How long each day can they devote to playing or giving attention to the cat?
Can you see the food they feed any current cats – please detail
What will they do with the cat when they go for holidays? Can they cover cattery
fees?
Do they have backup? i.e what would happen if for any unforeseen circumstances
(such as fire or flooding or ill health) the cat had to live elsewhere temporarily or
long term?
Generally our policy for our rehomed pedigree cats is that they must be kept indoor. Are they used to indoor cats?

Are they happy with indoor only? This is included in the adoption contract that they
will have to sign to adopt any indoor only cat.
Can you ask do they realise that many cats can scale any height fence and are fast–
so a secured garden has to be netted or made cat escape proof – they can search
on internet. And for flats – cats die falling off balconies?
Are they prepared to never leave windows open, external doors left open with an
indoor cat? How will they manage that in warmer weather?
Have they had previous experience with litter tray - this is needed for even outdoor
access pedigree cats as they need a litter tray during Winter? Do they realise toddlers can want to play in litter trays - this is given as a reason to give up cats?
Do they have all the equipment for the cat or will they buy this? Indoor cats need
litter trays, combs, cat stand/toys. Can you take a photo of the main room/s the
cats will be allowed to access?
How many other pets do they have (dogs or cats)
If they have other animals, are they neutered? YES/NO
If they have other animals, how do they behave? Are they friendly with other
dogs/cats and people? Do they look scared or abused? Describe their character.
If they have children how do they react with the animals? Would you consider them
respectful of animals?
Where will the animal be living? Which rooms do you allow them to go into? Are
they allowed on furniture?
What will they do if the cat chews or destroys anything?
Are they prepared for moulting cat hair all over?
Would you feel happy to leave your own animals in the care of these
adopters/fosterers? If not why?
House condition? (Dirty, untidy, clean, In good order, rundown etc.)
If applying for an outdoor cat, what is the area like? Is it near busy main roads? Any
green spaces?
Any other info?
YOU DON’T TELL THE HOMECHECKED FAMILY IF THEY HAVE PASSED OR FAILED –
THE RESCUE WILL DO THAT ON RECEIPT OF THE FORM
A HUGE THANK YOU FROM THE CATS RESCUED AND REHOMED DUE TO VOLUNTEERS LIKE YOU! Could you please send this completed form back to our homecheck email
strawberryhc@outlook.com

